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GET PRESENT,
GET CONNECTED  
& GET GOING 



This template is designed to support teams and communities in starting
their week.

With the template, you can create rituals that help you get present, get
connected, get clear and get started with your week together in a powerful
way. This will help you create an enjoyable rhythm that can make anyone
fall in love with your community. 

Many communities and teams collaborate or engage with each other in
other time periods than the familiar Monday to Friday. The template is fully
designed to accommodate this. 

 This template has been developed to guide you in your own design

process, to support you through this we have defined the different parts

of this ritual.

For each part, there are questions to prompt you and a checklist to

ensure you have addressed the key elements. 

Take your time with the template, consult members of your community

and review the ritual as a whole often to ensure it flows well. Ensure you

design a ritual that balances the needs of the individual and the group.
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GET CONNECTED
& GET GOING
A RITUAL TEMPLATE TO HELP YOU START  THE
WEEK TOGETHER

HOW TO USE THIS TEMPLATE
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Finishing Up



That it is enjoyable and purposeful

Having a relevant space that can hold the ritual

Engaging your community in designing the ritual, creating a sense

of shared ownership 

Balancing the intensity; too demanding, or too unexciting may

cause participants to disengage 

Using language, symbols and actions that are relevant to

participants*

Clear and defined roles in the delivering of your ritual

KEY ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE RITUAL INCLUDE

And we can’t say this often enough: if something feels weird and

unfitting, it is probably weird and unfitting. 

This template is for entering your week consciously. Let the ritual help you in
developing a strong foundation for your community to begin their week.  If
you have a need for planning and arranging your work, allow time for this
following the ritual. It is amazing what can happen if you show up to a
planning process in a clear and bright way.

Designing effective rituals is challenging.

This template, our workshops, and our experienced team are here to guide
you in developing a relevant, genuine ritual for your community. 

A ritual incorporates bodily action, is focused and impactful, easy to follow
and relevant to all participants.

A FEW WORDS BEFORE
YOU GET STARTED 
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Before beginning the design component, set
your intention for your ritual by working
through the following questions. 

Probably you are hoping for clarity, togetherness and
activation, or something similar. However, it is important to
engage your community in this question. So that the ritual is
guaranteed to be relevant for everyone. 

WHAT IS THE INTENTION OF HAVING THIS RITUAL?

Design and present your ritual as a gift. If individuals do not
want to take part, that needs to be okay. 

WHAT OUTCOMES ARE YOU HOPING FOR?

WHO IS IT FOR?
Envision the people involved in the cycle. What kind of
ritual might feel like home for all of them?
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Before getting into your design, try to answer
as many of these questions as you can:

WHAT ARE THE NECESSARY ROLES & WHO WILL TAKE THEM?

Who is leading the ritual? Who is only taking part? Who attends
to timing and tech? etc. 

WHAT ARE THE RULES FOR ENGAGEMENT?

This includes practical rules around phone and laptop use etc.
As well as social rules on how people are asked to behave.
Define the rules collaboratively.

WHEN WILL THE RITUAL HAPPEN & HOW LONG SHOULD IT BE?
We recommend a max of 30 min, an effective ritual could be
even shorter. 
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The spaces from which the individual participants are taking part
The desks (or spaces around the device) of the participants
The screens of the participants
The shared online space

Before your ritual begins, you need to create a closed space (physical and
psychological) that can hold your process. The space should be free from
distractions, to enable all participants to fully engage.

If your ritual will happen online, consider all the space your ritual will occupy; 

CREATE THE SPACE

CONSIDER ALL THE SENSES

What would you want them to see?

What would you want them to hear?

What would you want them to hear?

What would you want them to taste?

What would you want them to touch?

“The gathering
begins from the
moment of
discovery, not the
moment the guest
walks in the door.”

 - Priya Parker
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CREATE THE SPACE

The beginning and ending of the ritual makes it exist as a form of space to
be in. How we behave has a strong influence on what kind of space it is.

What is needed for everyone to feel comfortable, safe and present? 

WHAT YOU NEED TO DESIGN

CHECKLIST FOR YOUR DESIGN

Have you considered all the senses?

If your ritual will be conducted online, has the space been curated
to align with the purpose of the ritual?

Have you prepared participants to ensure their space is free from
distractions? 

A shared sense of space through the use of your senses

A sense of sharing a special moment in time together

CONSIDER HOW TO PROTECT AND MAINTAIN THE SENSE OF
BEING IN A RITUAL PROCESS.

How do you make sure that people’s individual experiences are similar
enough to ensure a sense of community?

CONSIDER HOW TO CREATE A SHARED EXPERIENCE
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GETTING PRESENT
When the space is established and the ritual begins, the first priority should
be ensuring each person present in the ritual is fully present. 

Design a clear beginning of the ritual to start with. Something simple that
communicates that it has begun. This requires a transition from the normal
priorities of day to day life into the ritual. In preparation for this, it may be
beneficial to encourage a mindfulness practice, to bring awareness to how
everyone is showing up. 

CONSIDER WHAT PEOPLE MIGHT WANT TO LET GO OF BEFORE
THEY ENTER THE RITUAL

What actions might be in support of this?

What is needed to make the step into the ritual feel attractive?  

CONSIDER HOW PEOPLE MIGHT COMFORTABLY SHOW UP

How might you support it in being met?

CONSIDER THE NEED FOR STILLNESS IN SENSING ‘WHAT IS THERE’
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GETTING PRESENT

For you to become fully present, it is important that you engage your
bodies in this step. 

A suggestion for the sequence of activities in this step: 
First direct your attention internally, let go of distractions, notice how
you are in this moment, acknowledge what you bring to the ritual and
show up fully.

Listening inside can be done through various mindfulness techniques,
letting go of distractions can be done through naming them, giving
them a shape and physically putting them aside, showing up can be
done through a form of check-in.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DESIGN

CHECKLIST FOR YOUR DESIGN

Does everyone have a space to speak and show up?

Have you designed an activity to invite everyone to become present in
their bodies? 

Have you built space for silence and moments of nothingness,
opportunities for introspection?

A way of knowing when everyone is present.

A clear start of the ritual that involves a moment of attention, letting
go, and a moment of showing up, support participants to get present,
body and mind.
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CONNECTING

When everyone is present, it is important to create an opportunity for

connection. Play a simple game, sing a song or indulge in a moment of

silence to achieve connection. Sharing synchronicity is important in

supporting the group to align.

CONSIDER WHO YOU ARE AS A TEAM

Why are you here and how might you connect to this ‘why’ through a
simple action?
How are you as a group and how might you celebrate your
togetherness?

What can you do to support this?

CONSIDER WHAT HELPS YOU FEEL MORE AS ONE
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CONNECTING

A suggestion for the sequence of activities in this step:
You can start simple: with a low level of energy that slowly intensifies, to a
point where it reaches a natural conclusion.  

It is important that there is a way of feeling when the group is connected.

P.S. Remember to prioritise the comfort and alignment of the group when
designing this moment: If something feels weird and unfitting, it is
probably weird and unfitting.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DESIGN

CHECKLIST FOR YOUR DESIGN

Have you designed a relatable moment of connection and
synchronicity?

Have you taken into account the comfort zone(s) of your community? 

A moment to consciously connect to each other

An enjoyable action

Sharing synchronicity
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REACHING CLARITY

What path do we see and how do we want to walk it? 

Who and what is part of this week and how do we want to relate to

this during this week? 

After everyone has become fully present and a sense of togetherness has

emerged, it will be possible to reach clarity on what you are about to

enter as a community.

There are two useful ways to approach reaching this kind of clarity. One

way is for communities that are primarily about doing things together,

and the other for communities that are about being together. Feel free to

combine the approaches in a manner that fits your community.

Sensing the future & our intentions (Doing)

Sensing the field (Being)

During this step, be conscious of the priorities of this week for the group,

allow space for everyone to have a voice. 

CONSIDER HOW TO BECOME PRESENT IN WHAT THE CYCLE IS
ABOUT

What might support the group in becoming present in the week?
What are questions that are relevant and easy to answer for
everyone that are present?
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REACHING CLARITY

CONSIDER EXPLORING THE WEEK THROUGH EMBODIMENT
AND CONNECTION
Is there something you can do with your bodies to become present?
How can you embody the experience you might have this week?
How might you experience connection with each other in this part of
the ritual?

CONSIDER WHAT OBSTACLES MIGHT PREVENT ACHIEVING
CLARITY

Are there individual differences in what might prevent people in
becoming present?
Is there a moment to check if anything has to be said or done before
you are ready?
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REACHING CLARITY

A suggestion for the sequence of activities in this step:

First become present in what the week is about, notice how you are
connecting with it, embody your connection, take a moment to
explore if there are any obstacles before checking that the group is
clear and ready to begin. 

WHAT YOU NEED TO DESIGN

CHECKLIST FOR YOUR DESIGN

Do you have a way to get clear on what the week is about that
allows each member to be heard?

Have you designed a process that makes it attractive for each
member to connect?

Is there a moment to tend to what needs to be said or done to
be able to step into the week comfortably?

Activities that support you in becoming present in this week

A moment to name what needs be tended to in this week

An embodied method for reaching clarity on what the week is
about
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GETTING STARTED

Now that clarity has been achieved, the first step of your week will be
much easier to take. The final part of your ritual is about taking that
step.

“Start in the way you mean to go on” - English Proverb

This is the moment when you step out of the ritual and into the week.
Ideally you do this as a combined action.

Your challenge is to become present in your commitments, align in a
fitting energy for what is to come and bring the ritual to close in a
way that brings motion in the right direction. 

IMPORTANT
When you commit
to something, you
unite with it. You tie
yourself to it. You
hold onto it. And the
art of committing is
as simple and
straightforward as
opening and closing
your hand. To say "I
am doing this" is to
commit.

- Charles Davies

When you are clear on what your
commitments are, you need to manifest
them somehow. Ground them and let
them become real commitments through
an action. 

Then it is about getting the energy of the
group to a state that will be helpful for
taking a step in the directions that the
commitments are pointing. This will vary
significantly from week to week. Allow this
section of the ritual to be open to
emergence.

Following the build up of energy, you are
ready to get started and end the ritual.
Make sure to design actions that help you
chanel this energy into the first step of the
week. Close the ritual as you take that step.
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GETTING STARTED

CONSIDER HOW TO PHYSICALLY MANIFEST YOUR COMMITMENTS

What is needed for you to know what you are committing to?
How do you make sure that your commitments are life-affirming and
in support of your wellbeing? 
What is an action that might help you manifest your commitments?

CONSIDER HOW TO GET THE ENERGY RIGHT

What kind of state would you like to enter the cycle with? (It might be
different every week and excitement it is not always fitting)
What would be a comfortable way for your group to get the energy
level right?
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GETTING STARTED

A suggestion for the sequence of activities in this step:
Support the group in embodying the mental states they would like to
enter the cycle with. Enter a space that’s about becoming present in
commitments. Manifest your commitments. End the ritual. 

WHAT YOU NEED TO DESIGN

CHECKLIST FOR YOUR DESIGN

Are you exploring how you want to show up to the cycle
collectively? 

Have you designed something physical for the manifestation of
commitments?

Does the ending of the ritual have a form that binds the whole
ritual together? 

A space for naming and entering the mental states that the group
finds relevant

A simple & beautiful ending of the ritual that brings you into the cycle

A method for becoming present in and manifesting your
commitments

CONSIDER HOW TO END THE RITUAL WELL

How might you ensure that it feels clear for everyone that the ritual is over?
What is needed to protect the space directly after the ritual? 
What is an ending that is related to how you opened the ritual?
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FINISHING UPFinishing Up

Edit your ritual if it seems too long but don’t be tempted to add
elements if it seems too short. 
Allow additional time as a buffer for unexpected moments, it is far
better to finish ahead of schedule than it is to have to hurry through
the ritual.

It is essential that the parts build on each other, you want an elegant
ritual that speaks the same language throughout. 

Evaluate and make adjustments 

Congratulations! You have almost reached the end of your design
process. 
Read through your entire design: Does it flow? Does it make sense? Are
there any practical concerns that need to be addressed? 

Go through your design and calculate how much time it will take:

 
Reflect on how well the different parts of your ritual build on each and
come together. Does each stage relate to the next?

The start of a week ritual is a ritual that will be repeated. It will not be
static.

Try it and see how it goes, make changes when you see the need. 

Close the ritual in a way that resembles how you opened it. 



Some words to end with

We hope you enjoyed the process and that you are happy with your
engaging and elegant ritual to start your week.

Putting your ritual into action is probably messier than you expect. Allow
yourself to be flexible in delivering your design - and always keep your
intention and desired outcome close to heart. 

If you still have doubts or questions we are here to help. Feel welcome to
join our workshops or book a co-creation session. 

Thank you for using this template. 

Lana, Nynke & Viktor

A RITUAL TEMPLATE TO HELP YOU
START YOUR WEEK TOGETHER
communityr i tuals .com


